FEATURES

- Compact footprint saves valuable floor space
- Flexible configurations
- Quick and easy installation
- Storage tank with distribution pump ensures continuous pure water for your systems
- Anti-scalant feed prevents hard water scale on reverse osmosis
WATER TREATMENT SOLUTIONS FOR CENTRAL STERILE PROCESSING

Complete water treatment systems for central sterile processing from AmeriWater are designed to use a minimum of valuable floor space and provide high quality water for washing, rinsing and disinfecting. Field-proven in medical facilities across North America, AmeriWater’s central sterile processing water treatment systems are designed to minimize maintenance and deliver greater energy efficiency while providing cleaner water for cleaning, disinfecting, and sterilization.

COMBINATION RO/DI FOR THE CENTRAL STERILE PROCESSING DEPARTMENT

This complete system takes up little floor space, yet includes everything you need to feed purified water to all of your washers, disinfectors and sterilizers in the sterile processing department. Installation of the system is extremely easy and quick. Local installation and service is available.

Features include:
- Prefiltration for sediment removal
- Reverse osmosis unit purifies your water
- Anti-scalant feed reduces hard water scale on RO
- Controller with conductivity feed and product water
- Simple disinfection cycle
- Storage tank with sealed lid and distribution pump ensures continuous pure water for your systems
- Flexible configurations available
- Produces 800 GPD up to 5,600 GPD depending upon the system selected
- Storage tank sizes are 55, 100, and 185 gallons
- Low feed pressure system shutdown/alarm
- High conductivity alarm
- Storage tank empty pump shutdown
- Deionizer polisher includes a 200,000 ohm-cm monitor and alarm

EXCHANGEABLE RESIN PACK DEIONIZER FOR SINGLE APPLICATIONS

The Silex system is a dual PVC column designed with a 200,000 ohm-cm water quality monitor to indicate the system is producing purified water for a single washer/disinfector or sterilizer with very little maintenance. Recirculation pump keeps the water moving, which helps maintain high quality water at all times. When the indicator light changes from green to red (and alarm sounds), simply remove the lids and exchange the resin packs. Resin packs are not disposed of but regenerated by AmeriWater, which helps keep your sterile processing department green.

STANDARDS FOR ALL CENTRAL STERILE SYSTEMS

- ETL listed, conforms to UL Std 61010-1
- Certified CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 61010-1
- ISO13485 registered device
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